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FOUNDERS'- WEEK EDITION

ttoiun0|^San{i0pur

Oldest CoUege
Newspaper

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

PLfllERS GIVE
PERFOiANGE
OF "HIGH TOR"

2:50 p. M.—All-college Assembly. Program by
the Hungerford School Singers.
Annie
Russell Theatre.
5 :00 p. M.—Great Personalities in Art Seminar.
Art Studio. (60c.)
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

17

11:00 A. M.—Lecture, "Fascism, Nazi Socialism
and Communism", by Dr. J o h n Martin.
High School Auditorium.
(Silver collection.)
5:00 p. M.—Organ Vespers.
Miss Adelaide
Ahrling, Soprano; Professor Herman F.
Siewert, F. A. G. O., Organist. Knowles
Memorial Chapel.
8:15 p. M.—Dramatic Production, "High Tor",
by the Rollins Student Players. Annie
Russell Theatre. (?1.00, 75c, 50c.)

FULLER PLAYS LEAD
Cast Composed of V e t e r a n s
and N e w c o m e r s

^fmk-pif m^Ms c/?fwt

RALPH A. GRAM TO
RE ON "MAGAZINE"
Designed

Knowles
Chapel

HAS NUMBER

Memorial

DEGREES

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

18

10:00 A. M.—Adjourned Meeting of the Board of
Trustees. Choir Room, Knowles Memorial
Chapel.
11:00 A. M.—Lecture, "Ornithology", by Mr. Edward Mott Davis. Annie Russell Theatre.
Ofen to the Public.
4:00 p. M.—Eighteenth Anniversary Program of
the Irving Bacheller Essay Contest in Florida History. President's House, 208 North
Interlachen Avenue. Ofen to the Public.
8:15 p. M.—Dramatic Production, "High Tor",
by the Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre.' ($1.00, 75c, 50c.)
SATURD.W, FEBRUARY 19

Ralph Adams Cram, the
ecclesiastical architect who designed Knowles Memorial Chapel
at Eollins College, will be a sruest
of Rollins College during the
Founders' Week program and will
be one of the contributors to the
"pages" of the Rollins Animated
Magazine when it is published in
an outdoor setting on Sunday afternoon, February 20, at 2:30
o'clock.

Alumni and- Ofen Camfus Day
All College buildings will be open for
inspection by Alumni, Winter Visitors and
Friends of Rollins from 9:00 A. M. to 12:00
Noon and from 2:00 to 6:00 P. M.
9:00 A. M.—Gay Nineties Breakfast.
Alumni
who attended Rollins during this period are
invited to a breakfast at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Mowbray, 442 Chase Avenue,
in costume if convenient. (Please send acceptances to Mr. Mowbray.)
9:00 A. M.—Registration of all returning Alumni. Pinehurst.
11:00 A. M.—Lecture, "Christianity and the Totalitarian State: God or Caesar", by Dr.
Charles Stedman Macfarland. Annie Russell Theatre. Ofen to the Public.
12:30 p. M.—Fortieth Annual Luncheon-Meeting
of the Rollins College Alumni Association,
Dr. Rex Beach, '97, President. Mrs. Elvira
Carter Garner, x04, author of "Ezekiel",
will read two of her unpublished stories.
College Commons. (SI.00.)
2:30 to 6:00 p. M.—Antique China Exhibit and
Tea. Auspices, the Rollins College Alumni
Association. Mayflower Hall. (50c.)
3:30 p. M.—Annual Memorial Vespers. Knowles
Memorial Chapel.
7:30 p. M.—Annual Founders' Week Dinner.
Brief remarks by Dr. Ralph Adams Cram,

Dr. Edwin R. A. Seligman and Mr. Arthur Sweetser. College Commons. (By invitation, at $2.50 per plate. Please make
reservations with Professor A. J. Hanna,
Rollins College, phone 299.)
Directly jollowing the dinner, all those
in attendance will be frivileged to view a
frivate showing of Walt Disney's
"Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs". Annie Russell Theatre.
9:00 p. M.—All-college Dance, given by the
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority.
Dubsdread
Country Club. Alumni are cordially invited to attend.
SuND.\Y, FEBRUARY 20
9:45 A. M.—Founders' Week Morning Meditation. Sermon by Dr. Arthur Lee Kinsolving, Rector of Trinity Church, Boston. Dedication and Unveiling of Window in honor
of Mrs. Frances Knowles Warren. Knowles
Memorial Chapel. The nave will be reserved for the College and Alumni until
9:40 a. m. The remainder of the Chafel
is ofen to the Public.
11:00 A. M.—Services at other W i n t e r Park
Churches.
1:00 p. M.—President's Luncheon for Animated
Magazine Contributors and Guests. President's House. (By invitation.)
2:30 p. M . — " R o l l i n s Animated Magazine",
Vol. XL, No. 1. President Hamilton Holt,
Editor; Dr. Edwin Osgood Grover, PubUsher. College Campus. Reserved seats
will not be held later than l-.li f. m. (In
case of rain, the "Magazine" will be "published" in the Annie Russell Theatre, the
Knowles Memorial Chapel and Recreation
Hall.)
MONDAY, FEBRUARY

Founders'

21

Day

9:30 A. M.—Academic Procession forms at Carnegie Hall. Professor Edward F. Weinberg, Marshal.
10:00 A. M.—Founders' Day Convocation. Speakers: Mr. Henry Robinson Luce and Richard Evelyn Byrd, Rear Admiral, U. S. N.,
Ret. Reserved seats will not be held later
than 9:5S a. m.

Dr. Cram is not only one of the
great architects of the world but
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
an author of many books of art,
4:00 p. M.—Lecture, "Racine and the Grand
architecture, philosophy, religion,
Monarque", by Baron Paul d'Estournelles
d international relations. The
de Constant. Woman's Club. Ofen to the
honorary degree of Litt. D. has
Public.
been conferred upon him by Prince8:00 p. M.—Debate.
University of Pennsylton and Williams, and the honr.r.
vania versus Rollins College.
Subject:
ry degree of LL.D by Yale and
Resolved—That the National Labor RelaNotre Dame. Dr. Cram, who is
tions Board Should Be Empowered to Enthe consulting architect for sevforce Arbitration of All Industrial Diseral colleges and universities, and
putes.
Congregational Church.
(Silver
has designed some of the most
collection.)
beautiful churches in the country,
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
has said that he considers his de8:15 p. M.—Concert by the Symphony Orchestra
sign of the chapel at Rollins one
of Central Florida at Winter Park. High
of his most notable achievements.
School Auditorium. ($1.00, 75c.)
Other contributors to the "table
of contents" to this year's issue
of the Rollins Animated Magazine
will include Henry R. Luce, Arthur
Guiterman, Richard Burton, John
Palmer Gavit, Elvira Garner, E. R.
A. Seligman, Princess Atalca,
By FRED LIBERMAN
Thomas Dreier, Rev. Arthur Leo
Kinsolving, Josephine Daskan BaThere doesn't seem to be anycon, and other noted writers and
one in Washington who has a clear
leaders of thought.
'Tools For Tomorrow's World* idea of what America's foreign Gained Renown A s Spanisl»
Statesman
W a s Subject
policy is going to be, not even Mr.
Roosevelt.
SPOKE A T AUDITORIUM
ADULT EDUCATION
Sometime last fall the President
made an address at Chicago in
Spain's great statesman •— SalDr. Evelyn Newman concluded which he stated that the United vador de Madariaga—who lectured
Hubertus Maria Friedrich, Prince i its names, but to the fact that, in her series of lectures Monday aft- States must act as leader in the here Tuesday afternoon, February
Loewenstein Wertheim - Freuden- the good old days when any rul- ei-noon in the Episcopal Parisfh family of nations and that "con- 15, is a man of many parts. He
berg. Count Loewenstein-Schaffe- ing princes could squeeze the Jews House with the address "Tools for certed action" was necessary to has gained world-renowned distinccleanse the world of war talk and tion not only in statesmaship as
necfl. That's all of it—the name as they liked, the Loewensteins Tomorrow's World".
an official representative of Spain,
"If we think in terms of the war action.
of His Serene Highness, the 30-^ never taxed their Jews more than
But now comes Representative but has distinguished himself also
year-old aristocrat—now sojourn- four times a year! The explana- medieval world", said Dr. Newman,
ing in this country—and whose tion of their names is simply this: "as one in which the effort was Carl Vinson with an $800,000,000 as an author, an educator, and a
autobiography, "Conquest of t h e The Prince's family, which has a to have God rule, and the modern naval appropriations bill, the pur- scholar.
His lecture, presented at 4:15 P.
Past", is announced for March recorded history of a thousand as machine ruled we are yet con- pose of which is to provide our
publication by Houghton Mifflin years, antedates the Jewish as- fronted by the catostrophic situ- country with a fleet it doesn't need. M. in the Winter Park High School
Company. "A prince with all those sumption of patronymics. When ation of the present that both of-/ Some fool Congressmen have a Auditorium under the auspices of
Jewish names?" is the first ques- they were no longer able to get on forts have failed. The world to-" notion that sometime in the not- the Spanish Institute of Florida,
tion the average American asks. in the world simply as Aaron son day must find a way by which the so-distant future a foreign power was an outstanding event in the
Being himself without race preju- of Jacob, or Mordecai son of Ab- spiritual values of life are made to is going to take it upon itself to Founders' Week program at Roldice and utterly opposed to all raham, the Jews took, whenever motivate the machinery of living. attack America; they demand we lins College.
As a statesman, Senor de Madaanti-Semitism, the Prince gets a they could, the names of the towns So our tools for tomorrow's world should be ready when s u c h an
riaga has achieved distinction as a
great deal of fun out of those Jew- or cities or villages in which they can not be those of the industrial emergency occurs.
lived. Hence the Frankfurters, revolution and of our present maRot! Any thinking person knows former minister of education and
ish names.
Berliners, Breslaus, Speyers, Wer- chine age. They must be spiritu- well that this hypothetical set-up justice of Spain, as former Spanish
There is a story about his grandtheims, etc.
al and the greatest of them must is fantastic. Who wants to at- ambassador to the United State.*
father which the Prince relates
Prince Hubertus once got a great be courage, adventure, and faith". tack America? Japan? Germany? and later to France, as chief of the
with gusto. Prince Leopold w a s
disarmament section of the League
*'It is well to recall how great Italy?
much impressed by a distinguished kick in London out of being invited
If such was the case these na- of Nations for five years, as a
appearing German whose acquain- by Sir James and Lady Roth- a part these three high spiritual
tance he one day made in a rail- schild to a pre-view in their home qualities have played in the de- tions would be far too wise to member of the Third Committee
•tt'ay carriage. As they reached of "The House of Rothschild." velopment of our country". Dr. come across any ocean by boat. It of every assembly which met after
Vienna, both rose, solemnly clicked There seated between his host and Newman continued. "This is the would leave their own coasts open 1922, as a member of the sub-comtheir heels, and introduced them- hostess, Hubertus heard the screen 150 anniversary of the establish- for attack by any American allies. mittee on arts and letters of the
It is hardly likely that with Ja- Committee of International Coopselves. "My name is Schmidt," impersonator of the founder of the ment of the Constitution. A great
said the noble-looking German. "I Rothschild fortune exclaim: "That exposition is being planned in New pan's or Italy's treasury drained eration of the League of Nations,
am Loewenstein Wertheim-Fi-eud- pestiferous Prince Loewenstein is York and another in S a n Fran- by recent wars, either of these two and as chairman of the League of
enberg," said the Prince. "Gott in here again and I gave him ten cisco to celebrate the establishment countries will try to attack Amer- Nations committee of five to deal
with the Italo-Ethiopian dispute.
Himmel," explained Hen- Schmidt, thousand guilders only three weeks of the Constitution and the elec- ica for years to come.
Served In 1931
And if then they do come, they
"three Jews in one!" Incidentally, ago." That was undoubtedly a tion of the first president. Both
As an educator, Senor de MadaHubertus attributes his family's characteristic incident in the de- will open in April 1939, just 150 will not come by sea. An air fleet
(Continued
Page
2,
Col.
4)
Continued
on
page
2,
col.
3)
(Continued
on
Page
2,
col.
1)
(Continued
on Page 2, col. 6)
popularity among the Jews not to

LECTORE SERIES

?nnci Lowenstein, Rollins Visitor,
Has Autobiography Published In March

Headlines iDARIAGA GAVE!

LECTURE TOESDAY

NUMBER 18

HENRY R. LUCE,
EDITOR, TO BE

Program For Founders* Week

Play T o B e Given Thursday
And Friday In Annie
Russell Theatre

Maxwell Anderson's "High Tor",
the second production of the Rollins Student Players, will be given
this Thursday and Friday in the
Annie Russell Theatre. Numerous
conjectures about the play have
arisen. Everyone seems interested
in learning what the Student Company has done with this play which
was on Broadway last season. Its
recent professional production and
the critical acclaim it won at the
time have been a challenge to both
Professor Allen and the cast.
Technically the play is as nearly
perfect as it is possible for the
dramatic department to make it.
The complete success of the production is now in the hands of the
actors. Professor Allen, the director, has worked with a cast of
veterans and newcomers. These two
elements had to be fused into a
unit that functions for the good of
the production.
In a play of this nature all parts
are important to the development
of the theme. Although nominally
there may be stars, actually there
are many parts which m a k e as
great demands upon the actors as
any starring role.
The final polishing of the last
week's rehearsal should eliminate
any flaws that may be present now.
When the curtain rises on the first
scene of the play on Thursday, the
director and the cast are confident
they will have a play that will
prove different, beautiful, and completely delightful.
The complete cast is as follows:
The Indian, Jack Buckwalter; Van
Van Dom, George Fuller; Judith,
Vicky Morgan; Art J. Biggs, John
Lonsdale; Judge
Skimmerhorn,
Robin Rae; Lise, Hildegard Rees;
Captain Asher, Richard Rodda;
Peter, Joe Rembock; DeWitt, Davitt Felder; Dope, Mortimer Lichtenstein; Elkus, William W e b b ;
Buddy, Alfred McCreary; Patsy,
Joe Knowles' A. B. Skimmerhorn,
Donald Cram; Budge, Warren
Hume; Dutch Sailors, James Haig,
Jack Harris, Jack Sharp.
The box-office will be open this
afternoon from four to six and will
be open for the remainder of the
week at these hours. The price of
seats ranges fi'om seventy-five
cents to a dollar.

(Complete Campus Coverage)
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Fifty-Four Years

Introduced N e w W r i t i n g S t y l e
In Magazine Field W h i c h
Won Him Award
F O U N D E D **TIME" A T 25
Also Started ^Fortune" and
Life"
One of the featured contributors
" in person" to the table of contents of the Rollins Animated Magazine when its is published Suday
afternoon, February 20, as a
Founders' Week highlight, will be
Henry R. Luce, the brilliant young
editor of "Time Magazine", "Fortune" and "Life",
For his contribution to the magazine field in which he introduled
a new style of writing, Mr. Luce
was recently honored by Yale UniTo S p e a k A t Convocation versity, his alma mater, by presMonday
entation to him of the Montclair
Yale Bowl, awarded annually to
HAS EXPLORED POLES
the Yale graduate making his "Y
in life". Mr. Luce was the tenth
Admiral Richard E. Byrd, the recipient of the highly coveted honexplorer who has flown over both
poles, north and south, and who alMr. Luce, who was born of Amermost sacrificed his life in the in- ican parentage in the Shantung
terest of science while living alone Province of China, is only 39 years
in a hut in the Antarctic, will be old but he has been an important
a Founders' Week guest at Rollins figure in the publishing field for
College, and one of the speakers the past 15 years. When he was
at Founders' Day convocation Mon- only 25 years old he founded, with
day morning.
Briton Hadden, the magazine
The intrepid explorer is one of "Time", which developed a new
the most prominent men of affairs technique in reporting current
who will participate in the 53rd events, and became immediately
anniversaiy of the founding ofi successful. Later he founded "ForRollins College. He began his bril- tune" a monthly magazine, a n d
liant naval career as an ensign in more recently his company entered
1912 and advanced through t h e the pictorial field by the introducgrades to lieutenant commander in tion of "Life", whose imitators are
four years After his epochal north becoming legion.
pole flight he was promoted to
The Rollins Animated Magazine
the grade of commander in 1926.
will be "published" out-of-doors at
A year after his flight over the 2:30 p. m. Sunday, the 20th. The
north pole with Floyd Bennett, Ad- editorial office will be a canopied
miral Byrd flew across the At- platform facing an audience of
lantic Ocean to France, a distance several thousand "subscribers".
of 4,200 miles, the flight lasting The "only magazine in the world
42 hours. In 1929, he made his that comes alive" will include
first flight to the Antarctic, flying among its contributor this year
over the south pole on November Ralph Adams Cram, John Palmer
29, 1929. He began his second ex- Gavit, Arthur Guiterman, Daniel
pedition to the Antarctic in Oc- C. Beard, Richard Burton, A n n y
tober of 1933. Recent reports in- Rutz, the Virgin Mary of the Oberdicate that the valiant explorer is ammergau Passion Play, Rev. Arplanning another scientific expedi- thur L. Kinsolving, Elvira Garner,
tion to the south polar regions.
and others.
Admiral Byrd has been awarded
Hamilton Holt, president of Rolthe Congressional Medal of Honor, lins, and originator of t h e Anithe Special Congressional Medal, mated Magazine, will again serve
the Congressional Life Saving Med- as its "editor", and Professor Edal of Honor, the Navy Distinguish- win O. Grover, who has been pubed Service Medal, the Hubbard lisher of the magazine since it was
Gold Medal "for valor in explora- founded, will fill the same role.
tion", the Navy Cross, the Flying
Admission is free. There is no
Cross, and he has been the recip- "subscription price", but a collecient of 22 citations from the U. S. tion will be taken up, as usual,
Navy Department.
for the college library fund.

ADMIRAL BYRD TO
BECDLLEGEGDEST

Dr. Hamilton Holt Deplores World
Armament Race In Speech, Sunday
A capacity crowd filled the
Knowles Memorial Chapel last Sunday morning to hear Dr. Hamilton
Holt speak on the subject, "Armament and Disarmament". In substance, his talk was as follows:
"The world situation today is
without parallel. One would think
that the greatest war known to history would give the world halt.
8,500,000 men dead, 21,000,000 men
wounded, billions of dollars vanished. And yet the nations are arming as never before. The United
States is arming as never before,
and yet we are at peace with all
nations. We are protected on the
east and west by vast oceans; we
have weak military neighbors to
the north and south. And yet two
weeks ago our president recommended the greatest increase in
armaments for the United States
in the peace time history of our
country. It will cost next year, if
Congress acceeds to his request,
as they probably will, about a thousand billion dollars! And that affects each one of us here, in the
State of Florida, and in the United
States.
Next Tuesday there cornea up for
debate or passage in our Senate

the bill which ostensible is to take
the profits out of war. What it
really does, of course, is to give
the President power to conscript
men and money and resources and
public services in time of war. The
propaganda is already startling.
Today begins National Defence
Week. It is sponsored by the Reserve Officers Trainmg Corps and
has the support of the Army and
Navy. The pacificts are equally
active, however, in attack the president and the military clique to
which he is supposed to have sold
out. America—Democracy—is in
action. We will hear arguments fair
and foul, reasonable and unreasonable, until this bill is passed or rejected.
Fog of Misunderstanding
We are not solving this question
of armaments. It is involved in a
great fog of misunderstanding and
misinterpretation. There are only
two things that can have an effect
—force on one hand and reason on
the other—might and right—law
and war. If you want things accomplished you have got TO use
one or the other, or both. Internationally speaking, the agents of
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
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"Magazine Speaker"

A MESSAGE FROM DR. HOLT

FOUNDERS' WEEK TICKET NOTICE
College Tickets for the Animated Magazine and Founders'
Day Convocation may be secured at the Dean's Office on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday (Feb. 16-18) from 10 to
12 and 3 to 5. Cooperation in observing these hours -will
be appreciated.
Animated Magazine.—A section will be reserved as usual for
the College. Each student is entitled to one ticket for
himself and may secure tickets for his parents but for
no other guests. Faculty and staff members may secure
tickets for their wives or husbands but are not expected
to bring guests. Reserved seats will not be held after
2:25 p. m.
Founders' Day Convocation.—Admission to the Chapel on Monday morning will be by ticket only, until after the procession is seated. Lower Division students will not march
but will be given tickets admitting to a special section.
Every effort will be made to supply tickets to parents.
Faculty wives and husbands and Staff members are entitled to one ticket etch, in either the balcony or the
tridorium gallery.

IN MUSIC HERE
OFFERED 10 ALL
Bach Festival To Be Given
On March 3 and 4 in
Knowles Chapel
STUDENT NUCLEUS
B l o c h Conducts Symphony
Orchestra

^ZJiMELBiMSS^. "^

.D.GARNEeTO PUBLISH fflSTORY
OF LOEWENSTEIN
BE ON "MAGAZINE"

Headlines
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)
will he their medium and such ai
air fleet as will not be repulsed
by battleships and cruisers.
Should the new policy of Amer
ica be but a strengthening of the
old policy of isolation, this column
would suggest a heavier air fleet,
and that fleet to be built when our
national treasury could better
stand the shock.
For right now the government
has been spending millions of dollars on unproductive enterprises.
Business is almost at a standstill.
This is not the way out of either
the recession or possibility of '
If President Roosevelt meant what
he said in his Chicago address, then
the concerted action to be taken
one of arms limitation, not of i
arming, whether it be for defense
or otherwise.
With each country rearming,
democracies inspired by an imagined Fascist danger and Fascists
rearming because of an imagined
alliance of t h e
democracies,
THERE IS ONLY ONE FINAL
OUTCOME . . . WAR!
Two Years Away
In 1940 Japan is scheduled to be
host at the Olympic games. But
there is a strong possibility that
this will not be. At a matter of
fact, there is a strong possibility
that there will not be any Olympics
in 1940.
The modern Olympic games
were revived to create an international understanding and friendship. But the games have failed
of their purpose.
The holding of the games in
Germany during 1936 was an
empty gesture. Most of the nations attending the games felt no
more friendly toward Germany
after the Olympics than they had
before.
International politics and war
again raise the talk of a boycott
of the games. Such action almost
occurred during the last Olympics.
Now, with Japan's activities in
China, peace-loving nations have
good reason to back away from
the series in Japan.
Sports activities cannot breach
the differences of political understanding. The people who take
part in the games are not the same
ones who make wars. They are
the poor unfortunates who are
forced to bear arms against men
towards whom they have not any
real grievance.
So, matters being as they are today, it will not be surprising to
see a cancellation of the 1940
Olympics. It will be more surprising if the games are held.
One On Us
Here's a wierd piece of news
from a democratic country. England has placed a ban on the showing of Walt Disney's feature picture, "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" to children under 16. In
the first place, English censors
claim the film is too scary and
secondly the queen in the picture
might create in a child's mind an

(Continued from page 1, col. 2)

N e g r o cline of Hubertus's branch of the
Loewensteins. His ancestors gradually lost their ruling powers and
their great possessions.
FORMER ROLLINSITE
The Prince's Catholicism, of
course, does not make him love
A former student of Rollins Hitler any more. His father is not
College, who won fame almost over- only a gooJ churchman, but is
night as an author of a best seller, imbued with all the dogmas of his
is coming back to the campus next caste, and is essentially a feudalist
week to be a guest at several of who respects only the peasants
the Founders' Week programs.
(even if they have to be shot now
She is Mrs. Elvira Gamer, of and then when they fail to remain
Sanford, Fla., author of "Ezekiel", quietly in their places) because
a book of negro stories now in its they, too, have a most ancient trathird edition. Mrs. Garner has ac dition. Perhaps it was a natural recepted an invitation from the Rol action which m a d e Hubertus a
lins Alumni Association to be £ complete democrat in all earnestguest at the annual Alumni Asso- ness, valuing his titles only beci
ciation luncheon-meeting on Sat- of the amusement he gets out of
urday, Febi-uary 19, and has
them and the leverage they give
sented, as well, to be a conti'ibutor him in certain places.
"in person" to the "table of con
Hubertus has stood fast and no
tents" of the Rollins Animated man can challenge his sincerity
Magazine when it is "published" since his consistency has cost him
Sunday afternoon, February 20,
his German citizenship and h i s
a Founders' Week feature.
Austrian as well—for he, a BaAt the alumni luncheon meeting, varian Prince, was bom in Austria.
it is announced, Mrs. Garner will He has paid for it with the loss
read two unpublisher stories about and when one considers what has
her famous little character, "Eze- of means and the loss of security
happened to some of the anti-Hitgiel", and his kin.
lerites in Switzerland and on
As Elvira Carter, she was a stuCzechoslovakian soil he has cerdent at Rollins in the year of 1903tainly risked his life. Hitler has
Called home because of the
published his name among those
illness of her mother that
banned as traitors to the Third
year, she was unable to remain ir,
Reich, and it was through his Amollege. A native of Lebanon,
bassador to Vienna, our old warTenn., she formerly attended Lebtime friend. Von Papen, that the
anon College for Young Ladies,
Austrian edict of banishment was
d moved to Dade City, Fla., at issued against Loewenstein.
the age of 15 because of her mothHubertus is a really happy man,
's poor health. A son, Douglas,
for which his sense of humor dea pupil in the Sanford High.
serves some of the credit. When
Modest Mrs. Gamer is frankly he received the official notificabewildered by the fame which has tion from the Nazi Government
nveloped her.
that his rank of Prince had been
"I have always loved the gen- taken away fi"om him and he had
ine deep-South darky," she ex- been demoted to Count, he burst
lains. "On my father's stock into roars of laughter because the
farm in Tennessee, my pre-school communication was addressed to:
years were spent mostly in playing "His Serene Highness Prince Huwith ten little negroes. T h e i r b e r t u s Loewenstein Wertheimother, 'Aunt Rildy', is one of my Freudenberg." He revels in the
tenderest childhood memories. One fact that there is still a price of
of these little darkies, *Bud', I used five thousand marks upon his head
story playmate for my small and takes pride in his being the
I called him 'Ezekiel' and last man to dare make a public
placed him in Sanford.
attack upon Hitler on German soil
As my boy grew older, I scrib- after Hitler had taken power. If
bled these stories down to put in Hitler thinks he has hurt the boy
his Memory Book. A friend per- Prince he once met in Munich in
suaded me to send them to a pub- f d out as to whether he would or
lisher, and much to my surprise Hitler's beer-hall days and soundthey were accepted."
would not become a candidate for
Mrs. Garner is now engaged in the throne of Bavaria, Adolf has
writing another series of her pop- nother guess.
ular "Ezekiel" stories for her publisher.
H a s W r i t t e n Book of
Stories

unfavorable impression of monarchy.
Just in case it has slipped your
mind this is the same country that
makes children learn how to wear
gas masks as soon as they are
enough to handle one. And
this is the country in which a
king abdicated his throne last year
for the love of a woman.
A paradox? It looks that way.

oAuthors ^ay

Opportunities to acquite an appreciation of good music are becoming almost unlimited not only
for the students and faculty of
RolUns College but for the citizens
in this community.
The Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida at Winter Park, now
in its twelfth season, gives a series
of four public concerts during the
winter season and the price of admission is made low enough to
make it possible for any one to attend • The orchestra, which is conducted by Alexander Bloch, professor of violin at Rollins College,
includes in its personnal students
and faculty of the Rollins Conservatory of Music.
Ever since early in the fall, 150
choristers in Orlando, Winter Park,
and several other cities in t h e
state, have been rehearsing as
units for the third annual Bach
Festival of Winter Park which will
be given on March 3 and 4 ir
Knowles Memorial Chapel at Rollins. The Bach Choir of Winter
Park, which has as its nucleus the
Rollins student choir of sixty student voices, is being trained by
Christopher 0. Honaas, choirmaS'
ter at Rollins.
Every Tuesday morning during
the academic year, the C'
tory of Music offers a c(
music appeciation as a part of the
adult education program, membe:
of the Conservatory faculty as well
as guest artists serving as lecturers and demonstrators.
At least once a week during the
college year, organ vespers a r e
offered in Knowles Memorial Chapel by Professor Herman F. Siewert,
chapel organist.
During February, March and
April, there will be additional opportunities to appreciate music at
the series of public recitals by
members of the faculty at the Conservatory of Music. The series will
be presented in the Annie Russell
Theatre at the College.
The Conservatory is also making available to students and faculty membei's of Rollins the enjoyment of the phonograph and
records of the Carnegie Music Set,
recently given to the College by
the Carnegie Corpoi'ation. Several
afternoons during each week havo
been set aside for students and
faculty to make use of the set.

Spiritual Tools
Must Be U s e d In
World Development
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

years after the inauguration of
George Washington in Federal Hall
in New York".
"The theme of this celebration
is building the world of tomorrow",
concluded Dr. Newman. "During
these months we should all take
courage from the struggles of our
forefathers and with that courage
continue to make adventures toward world cooperation with the
faith that they held for the great
idventure in national cooperation.
With this lecture Dr. Newman
The Rollines debaters will meet loncluded her series of lectures in
the U. of Florida team Saturday the Adult Education Service.
morning at nine thirty in the AnRussell Theatre, in a special say who they are. Howard Lyman
program for the benefit of visitors and Everett Farnsworth, Jr., will
and alumni. The question will be uphold tho negative side for Rolresolved; That the National Labor lins in this contest. All visitors
Relations Board Should Be Emd friends of Rollins are cordialpowered To Enforce Arbitration ly invited to attend this debate.
Of All Industrial Disputes.
lis question is being debated all
RYTEX—February Special
over the countiy by colleges that
Double Quantity at
: membership in the Pi Kappa
Usual Price
Delta National Honorary Debating
ternity. As yet the members
of the U. of Florida squad has not
been announced so we are unable to
310 E. Park Ave.

Rollins Debators
To Meet Florida U.

The Rollins Press
Store

LOCAL AND VISITING AUTHORS
AT

AMERICAN LAUNDRY

THE BOOKERY

AND

MONDAY, FEB. 21st from 3 to 5
Drop, in, meet the Authors and get autographed
copies of their works

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick GiUespie and OUie Daugherty, Campus Agents

->
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HOLT DEPLORES
ARMAMENT RACE
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 7)
force are the army and navy; the
agents of reason are courts, parliaments and executives. And the
peace movement, as far as I can
see, is nothing but the attenipt
to substitute laws for war, right
for might, in the international
realm. The world up to this "'ime
has lived under the psychology of
force. But if we substitute courts
and parliaments we will gradually
become accustomed to them and
the psychology will turn. But in
the mean time we have to -tut behind these courts sanctions, for
they will not work of themselves.
There are three great sanctions
available; public opinion, economic
pressure and force. Public opinion
is a sanction on its negative side
but not always effective on its
positive side. Economic pressure
is much more effective, though
there are many difficulties unless
all the nations cooperate in order
to apportion the burdens equally
among the nations. So the only
thing left is force. But how much
force is necessary to maintain law
and order ?
Simply enough to
counteract the forces that may be
brought against it by the forces of
disorder.
Great Crisis
And so we have this great crisis
as to the use of force in the United
States. We must be charitable to
both sides. It is unfair to say
that if we adopt this increase in
the army and navy we are ?elling
out to the internat tonal bankers
and the munitions manufacturers.
But on the other hand it is unfair
to say that the pacifists are cowards and want to scuttla away in
fear. The militarists say if you
don't have a large preparation for
war you cannot prevent war. Tho
pacifists say if you prepare for a
thing you get what you prepare
for. Our great difficulty is that
we fail to appreciate the functions
of force. That is where our confusion comes. Force may be used
for aggression; it may be used to
repel aggressions, which we call
defense, and force may be used to
maintain law and order, which we
call police force. Force used for
aggressions means that we impose

"It is not the spirit of Rollins College to burden students
with excessive rules and regulations and we have never required attendance at the various functions sponsored by the
college, all of which have some good in them and most of
which have a great deal of good in them for the students.
We only expect the students to attend a few big events of
the year, and one which we do expect the student body as a
whole to attend is the Convocation exercises, one of the
chief events of Founders' Week. The good wishes and approval of the distinguished guests present are a great benefit
to the school.
"It will be of great gratification to the trustees and to me
personally if the Upper Division will march in procession,
in full force, for the Convocation Monday morning and a
large attendance from the student body attend the services
Sunday morning. All will wish to hear the successor of
Phillip Brooks, and to witness the unveiling of a stained glass
widow given in honor of Mrs. Warren, by the faculty, trustees,
students and friends of the college, whose benefactions already made to the college can never be repaid.
I need not add the importance of the Animated Magazine, to be "published" on Sunday afternoon. This is a Red
Letter day event in Florida during the winter months."
PRESIDENT HAMILTON HOLT.

Madariaga To Be
Honored At Dinner
At Hotel Sunday
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)

ORGAN VESPERS
Thursday, February 17, 5 p. m.
1. Choral Fantasie, "Ein Feste
Burg" (A Mighty Fortress)
Karg-Elert
2. Up the Saguenay A. Russel
(St. Lawrence Sketches)
3. Praeludium
Jarnefelt
4. Eli
Michael Costa
Adelaide Ahrling, soprano
5. Overture-Fantaisie
Tschaikowski
Romeo and Juliet
6. Die Allmacht
Schubert
(The Mighty)
Miss Ahrling
7. Schon Rosmarin (Fair RoseMarie) .-.. Kreisler-Siewert
8. Toccata, from suite Gothique
Boellman
Miss Adelaide Ahrling, the
soloist on this prog-ani is
from New York City.

riaga achieved distinction as professor of Spanish eivilization at Oxford University, where he w a s
serving in 1931 when the provisional republican government of Spain
made him ambassador to the United States. He has also lectured
in American and European colleges
and universities.
As an author and scholar, Senor
de Madariaga is distinguished as
the author of many widely known
books of literary criticism, political
science, philosophy, fiction and essays, and as a frequent contributor
to many of the leading magazines
published here and abroad.
A dinner in honor of the Spanish
diplomat was held at the Seminole
Hotel Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
under the auspices of Spanish In- What a wonderful opportunity for
stitute for members of the Insti- statesmen—a chance never before
in the history of the world! Altute and their friends.
though it may be had at the supreme price of great success perUnited States ? We were the fir^t haps. My friends, if we are going
to lead the movement for an order- to have our armies and navys, in
ed world after the war. But we the last analysis, rule in internahave refused to join the League of tional affairs, then I say give our
Nations, and ever since we have generals and admirals the proper
maintained a policy of isoiation instruments to rule. I admire
which was never so strong as it is them for their willingness to die
today. We won't even join the because of our lack of statesmen.
World Court. The Senate has block- We lack men who are brave and
every effort of every President courageous enough to overrule polsince Grover Cleveland to organize itics and ignorance. These things
the world for peace.
are at the bottom of the whole
trouble in the nitcd States today.
Neutrality
But sometimes the prophecy of
We have a policy of absolute Victor Hugo must come true, "The
neutrality. This neutrality in cer- only battlefield will be a market
tain instances is a wonderful pening to human commerce and
thing. But at the worst neutrality the mind opening to new ideas."
is an indifference to right and
Seymour Ballard led the call to
wrong. True, we should not meddle
in the affairs of other nations. worship; the responsive reading was
But war cannot be dethroned by led by Ruth Bradley and George
a single nation; it must be with Call and Rebecca-Ann Holt read
the cooperation of other nations. If the lessons.
we want international police to insure peace we must play our part.
We cannot do this by isolation and
absolute neutrality.

Where are the statesmen to lead
will on somebody else; this has us out of this crisis? Where are
long since been outlawed with tho the men who are equal to Hitler
lized nations. Defense force or Mussolini on the other side?
must be used as long as there is
danger of offense. But police force
is something different. This force
IS the enthronement of reason
It does not use the maximum force
February ll3, 1938
to pound the culprit into submisRollins College
; it uses only the minimum to
bring the culprit out where reason
Winter Park, Fla.
can assert itself. The police force,
therefore, is an agent of law and
der.
Dear Rollins College Shoppers:
Now how can be turn these forces
used for aggression into an international police force? By having
From Hollywood straight to Orlando—to DICKfew nations in advance of the
others form an agreement among
SON-IVES—comes the brilliant Miss Hollywood, Jr.,
themselves to maintain the forces
with her exclusive collection of exciting new fashions.
of law and order and then let the
other nations come in. Thus the
danger from the outside is lessened
These fascinating fashions will include dresses for
and the force within is strengthened.
"casual sports wear, more formal afternoon and eveBut what is the situation in the

BUICK
There is a best
in e%ery field
65 cars for
your selection

Orange-Buick Co.
330 N. Orange Ave.
Phone 6114

ning wear. The exciting new fabrics and exotic new
colors are bound to be the fashion sensation of the
winter season. Miss Hollywood, Jr., explains that her
gowns are flattering conceptions for women who like
to dress distinctively and smartly.

Everyone is cordially invited to meet Miss Hollywood, Jr., on Thursday when she will be on the second floor of DICKSON-IVES. The exciting creations
will be modelled throughout the day by beautiful
mannequins.
A Rollins College Shopper
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Audience Misses Point of
Productions Says Ballard

'Magazine" Publisher

By SEYMOUR BALLARD

students. It should be remembered
that the function of the production is not primarily the entertainment of the audience but the
growth of the acting ability of the
student.
In connection with disliking to
see all but one kind of play. Winter Park audiences do not like to
see students playing the parts of
elderly people, dnanks, crooks and
other types of people not quite normal. In itself such a criticism is
ridiculous. How else are students
to learn acting if they are continually cast in one kind of role ? Who
is the more rounded actor the one
The choice of plays ig always a who always plays one kind of role,
problem. Facilities, royalties, cast- or the one who has had experience
ing and the audience, have to be
considered. The audience factor
In a play last year a burly barhere at Rollins, is given a very tender poured drinks for a young
large consideration. In the first couple. The bartender afterwards
place Winter Park audiences want said he heard an elderly lady say
to be entertained. They like light to her companion in a shocked
plays, which means they don't want voice: "He's pouring them drinks".
to think very hard. So they object No comment is needed.
to tragedies and more provocative
Finally, they are frequent objectypes of drama. The thing that tions to lines and languages used.
should be remembered is that the In spite of the fact that lines are
students appearing in these plays left out for fear of hurting sensiare, by and large, majoring in tive ears, the complaints come in.
dramatics. They should have ex- Here again it should be rememperience in all kinds of plays in bered the author had a purpose
order to understand better this art. when he put certain expressions or
If Winter Park audiences came lines in his play. By removal, that
to the plays, realizing they were purpose is not always fulfilled as
going to watch the creative efforts the author wished it. And t h e
of a group of student actors, not students are attempting to bring
professionals, they would enjoy the that purpose to life on the stage.
plays to a greater extent. For this
In conclusion if these misconlatter is another serious miscon- ceptions and prejudices were disception. Most of the plays put on pensed with, instead of an apathethave been seen by the audience ic audience, it would be a more
elsewhere done by professionals; alive and more alert audience that
and they make the mistake of com- enters the Annie Russell Theatre.
paring the work of the students And such an audience would help
with that of professionals. Noth- to create a theatre that is vital
ing could be more unfair to the and dynamic, which we want.

During the course of the college
year, Winter Park audiences crowd
into the Annie Russell Theatre to
see the student productions; and
they do not always criticize the
plays fairly. This does not mean
everyone in the audience. But it
does mean that there are some
who do not always g i v e credit
where it is due, who show a lack
of understanding of what is being
done on the stage. It is the purpose of this article to clear up
some of the misconceptions of the
functions of the student plays.

Student Writer Says Love
Is Back In Repute Again
Love, which grows cynical after
three two-hour periods a day and
a session in the library, is back in
repute again. Cupid has come out
of his labeled shelf in the biology
lab, lifted his head, straightened
his wings, and put a new string on
his bow. And Romance is something more than a phase in English
literature characterized by Keats
and Shelley.
Monday, February fourteenth,
marked the deciding move in the
battle between winter and Love.
Long and bitterly the two factions
have fought, with the odds against
poor Love. He was growing pale
and anemic, and the damp grass
on the lake-front gave him a bronchial cough. But he persisted, even

when the frost drove him to woolen underwear and the rain soaked
his wings.
His first encouragement came
when the sun peered from behind
its camouflage of clouds and smiled
wanely as if to say, "Oh, I thought
this was Florida." Simultaneously
two lonely birds who had sulked for
weeks in a shivering palm tree,
came out and chirped—whether in
joy or surprise we cannot say.
Then the groundhog saw Professor Weinberg's shadow and p o o r
Love burrowed back under the Mussolini stone in the Walk of Fame
to sleep for awhile. But Valentine's Day has come and gone, and
he has scored his triumph.
Term papers were rejected for
two-line verses rhyming affection
with dejection. The campus bubbled with sun and sentiment. Heat's
ran rampant, and Pinehurst blushed
a rose pink every time a new batch
of mail came in. Boxes of candy
flowed like January rain, and extravagant declarations embossed
with white doves floated through
the air on their own wings. Even
Beanery caught the spirit a n d
found itself smiling between swallows.
Nobody was untouched by the
paper-lace atmosphere, and the
world is better for it. The way
has been paved for spring.
Sprig is here. Sprig is here,
The bird is od the wig.
By word, how absurd,
I thot the wig was od the bird.

THREE

SANDSPUR

FRANCE TO BEI
ON FACOLIY OF
0. OF MEXICO
University of M e x i c o
Sponsor N e w Idea
In Education

Speaks Sunday

Rollms Has U on Praise of
Educators Says Bacheller
By PEGGY R. BASHFORD

To

I N V I T E U. S. PROFESSORS
Purpose

DR. GROVER

TO
Window To Depict St. Elizabeth of Hungary
TO BE UNVEILED SUNDAY
At the close of t h e Morning
Meditation in the Knowles Memorial Chapel next Sunday, February
20th, when Dr. Arthur Lee Kinsolving of Boston will be the speaker, a stained glass window in honor
of Mrs. Frances Knowles Warren,
donor of the chapel and one of
Rollins chief benefactors, will be
unveiled and dedicated. This window, which will be placed on the
organ console side of the chancel,
is the gift of the students, the
faculty, staff and friends of Rollins. It has been designed and executed by Wilbur Herbert Burnham
of Boston, and will depict St. Elizabeth of Hungary.
St. Elizabeth, who lived from
1207 to 1231, was the daughter of
Andrew II, King of Hungary. She
was married to Louis IV, landgrave of Thuringia, and is known
for having devoted her life to religion and to the works of charity.
According to legend, Louis at
first forbade her unbounded gifts
to the poor. One day he saw her
descending from the Wartburg
with a heavy bundle of bread and
he sternly bade her to open it; she
did so, and he saw nothing but a
"mass of red roses". This miracle
converted him, and Elizabeth was
permitted to carry on her benevolent works until the time of Louis'
death in 1227, when on the pretext
that she was easting the estate by
her alms, her regency was taken
from her, and she was driven from
her home penniless. Later, when
the regency was again offered to
her, Elizabeth declared her son
heir to the landgravite and, renouncing all power for herself, she
chose to live in seclusion, doing
penance and ministering to the
sick and needy.

Is Education
Good Will

and

A new Summer University, conducted by the Centro de Estudios
of Mexico will gather a number of
well known European and American scholars in Mexico City this
summer in a large experiment in
international education. Among the
professors from the United States
who have been invited to be on the
faculty is Professor Royal Wilbur
PYance of Rollins who will give a
course of lectures on the History,
Theory and Practice of Business
Organization and Operation in the
United States. Prof. Harold Laski
of London, has been invited to give
a course on the teaching of Economics. Among other distinguished
educators who will attend wili be
the famous English scientist J. B.
S. Haldane who will give a course
on the Teaching of Natural Science
exemplifying it by conducting a
ourse on contemporary Scientific
Jroblems, Bei'trand Russell who
will offer a course in Philosophy,
Alexander Meiklejohn, formerly
President of Amherst College who
will offer a course in Education,
Louis Gottschalk of the University
of Chicago, Heywood Broun a n d
many others.
The aim of the University of
Mexico in bringing together this
group of scholars is to attract to
Mexico school teachers and college
students who by spending a number of weeks in Mexico will come
to understand the country and its
problems and to be a force for international understanding and good
will. With this end in view the
tuition has been made but sixty
dollars for the six weeks in July
and August when the Summer University will be in session. This
will enable the student to take
any four courses and to obtain
from eight to ten college credit.^.
The Centro will arrange for students to have room and board in
Mexico City and t h e announcement states that $75 is an ample
sum for quite the best room and
board to be desired.
Professor France and his family
will leave for Mexico City immediately after the close of college
and spend the entire .-summer in
Mexico.

Arthur Kinsolving
To Speak Sunday

The Rev. Arthur Lee Kinsolving,
D. D., will be the guest speaker at
the morning service at 9:45 next
Sunday, February 20, in the Knowles Memorial Chapel, Rollins ColElizabeth died in 1231 and was lege.
Rev. Kinsolving was a Rhodes
canonized by Gi'egory IX in 1235.
scholar from the University of Virginia where he graduated in 1920.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternities and has been the honored
minister of the Trinity Episcopal
Church of Boston since 1930.

. . our style observer

ORCHIDS
to ROLLINS

ROLLINS

at t h e Beach Sunday rep o r t s t h a t m a n y , m a n y of
you need n e w b a t h i n g a p parel — particularly t h e
men.
Well, t h a t ' s r i g h t u p o u r
alley, o u r

new Spring Jantzens

o RfCf/ARO e(Jfi.TON -^

"The

Charge of t h e
Brigade"

Light

Wliat do I think of Rollins as
edudational institution?" repeated Irving Bacheller, after we
had made ourselves comfortable in
the lobby chairs of the Seminole
Hotel.
"I think very highly of it. It
IS a new plan of teaching that,
I far, has worked out very sucissfully. "Yes," nodding his head
approval, "it was won the commendation of the leading educators
America. That, to me, is worth
very much."
He laughed lightly. "Rollins has
SINCERELY received all the
flattery which ia usually imitation.
'As for athletics—I don't know
ch about them but I believe in
them. Various athletics build up
the physical strength as long as
one does not overdo. In athletics,
both a means and an end, I
think Rollins has qualified very admirably.

CAMPUS
Personalities

F E W MINOR ERRORS
"The Charge of the Light Brigade", with the exception of "The
Story of Louis Pasteur", is the best
moving picture that has yet been
shown in the Annie Russell Theatre.
The acting in all the major
parts was above the average which
helped make the pictui'e outrank
many of its contemporaries. Disregarding a few minor errors, such
as the mistake in the date, and
one scene in which Erroll Flynn
starts out wearing one kind of a
hat and when reaching his destination has on another kind, the picture was well done. It followed
the history of the period fairly accurately, changing history only
where the dramatic value was aided.
The story, briefly, was of two
brothers stationed in India, one in
the army, the other in the diplomatic service. While Flynn is stationed in an outer province in India, his brother, Patrick Knowles,
falls in love with the girl to whom
he is engaged. Before he learns
of this he is sent back to his post,
An order from headquarters then
comes, calling away three fourthi
of the regiment. As soon as they
have left a group of natives at'
tack the fort, then massacre most
of those left. The native lead'
is driven out of India and he ir
mediately sides with Russia in tl
Crimean War. When the lancer
regiment is called to the Cri
they learn that he is there. Disobeying orders they attack and
successful although most of them
are killed in the charge.
The charge is one of the best
scenes that has even been shown
on the screen. During the entire
charge the poem in which Tennyson immortalized the valor of the
regiment is flashed on the scr
Let us hope that the following
pictures shown in the Theatre
as good as this one.
The pride of would-be Lotharios
has been greatly piqued with the
news from New York that in
futui-e they must sign application
blanks before being allowed
date chorines of a Broadway
sical show for the evening.

Ascending the forty-one stairs
to Dick Crutchin's Rollins Hall
pent-house I wearily staggered in
the door and flopped in a chair,
re, in front of the mirror, stood
Richard saying, quietly, to himself, "Ah get bettah lookin' evry
day!"
Interrupted, Richard was nonplussed and, after many futile efforts to shake my bull-dogging, he
^d, "I spent this past summer
traveling in Europe for the Amerin Express Company.
"Like all European t o u r s and
tourists I discovered that Europe
and Europeans were strangely like
tead of unlike Americans. One
thing did occur to me as unusual,
however, and that is that I saw
e of the American idols there
than I ever would have here in
their own country.
'My first stop was in London
where the bobbing brown derby of
New York's own Al Smith w a s

You ask me why I chose to reside in Winter Park. Well, I came
to Winter Park from Palm Beach
1917. Dr. George Morgan Ward,
a former President of Rollins College, drove me to Winter Park in
his motor car. I can tell you that
when I saw this place it impressed
me as the loveliest country and
town in America, The tall, beautiful pines that tower up into the
sky, the flame vine aglow on great
columns, the numberless lakes and
gardens, but above all, I fell in
love with the spirit of the place
because it reminded me of New
England when I was a boy.
"Yes, I have been in Miami also.
Miami is very beautiful, but Winter Park is quite tropical enough.
The air here is much better than
on the Gulf Stream—not so oppressively humid as one finds
there.
"I have been very happy in Winter Park, and I hope that the
Rollins students haven't tired of
my words."
found hanging in the hotel in which
we were staying.
"From London I was transferred to Berlin where, for a short
space of time, I found myself a
stranger in a foreign land. America was not long to be suppressed,
however, for soon Bill Tilden, Capone's adversary for the title of
'biggest racqueteer', came to stay
in the hotel which I had chosen as
my temporary home. As Americans
feel a little clanny while they are
away from home I had the opportunity of passing several interesting hours with Mr. Tilden,
"In Vienna I was vaguely intex'ested to find that John Roosevelt
was occupying the room opposite
mine. Although I never had much
of a chance to speak to the young
man, it was nevertheless evident
that he was in Europe. As my stay
in Vienna at this time was short,
it was not until my second visit
that I was able to visit Gottfried
Kerchert, who graduated from
Rollins last year.
"Venice ran into types, for there
I saw not only the estimable Duke
and Duchess of Windsor but our
own Barbara Hutton as well.

Your SprlDg Wardrobe
AT

LOUiS*
DRESSES of gay or
monotone prints from
$6.98 to $27.76 seem to
be leading the Spring:
Fashion parade, with
new styles in Navy
sheers a close second
at $1B.OO.

SUITS are always the
basis of any fashionable wardrobe, and this
spring is no exception.
See the f i n e French
Flannels and the crisp,
washable sharkskins in
both tailored and dressmaker s u i t s , f r o m
$10.95 up.

COATS in l o v e l y
Spring colors and light
weight materials a d d
that ' S o p h i s t i c a t e d
touch' so necessary this
Spring. Select a new
coat from our lovely
collection. The prices
arc not high.

on this, the. 53rd anniversary of their founding. A
splendid institution of learning and one in which Central Florida takes particular pride. Congratulations
to President Hamilton Holt,
the governing body, the faculty and students for their
fine accomplishments, for
the vision that gave birth
and the purpose that has
contributed to success.

We have them from the
wool shorts at

and various numbers in between.

LOUIS'

Yowell-Drew's

R. C. BAKER, IN(

'THE SHOP SMART WOMEN PREFER'

ORLANDO

at the comer, downtown

$2.95
to the all-Lastex models at

$5.95

NEW FASHION TRENDS
Style and color is more important this Spring than
for many a season, and for the Newest and Most Fashionable in both style and color . . . Visit Louis'
Our Fashions in dresses, coats, suits and sportwear
are the most unusual to be found in the South.

AT ORLANDO
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Fifty-Four Years

SoUtna ^anispur

STUDENT
OPINION

Fifty-four years ago an unnamed college was
envisioned m the minds of the delegated of
thirteen small churches assembled for the
first annual meeting of the General Congre'..STABUSHED IN 1894 W I T H
gational Association of Florida. This idea
EDITORIAL
eventually culminated in the Rollins College
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well- which we know today.
r^'^tnded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
A whole year elapsed after Miss Cross
IS gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vic- first presented her idea to this delegation,
torious in single combat and therefore without a fifty-four years ago, before the group took
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in
action. No time was lost, however, after
culation: all these will be found ufon investigation the Association took a formal vote at the
to be among the extraordinary qualities of . the annual meeting in Orange City January 29,
SANDSPUR.
1885 to establish the first college in Florida.
For years the little school struggled to eke
out
a mere existence. It was met with many
1937
Member
1938
problems, most of which evolved from a lack
Plssocided CoUeeiole Press
of finance.
Distributor of
When President Holt first came to Eollins,
a comparatively few years ago, he was sui-prised at the difficulties under which the facMember: Winter Pari' Chamber of Commerce ulty and the administration were operating,
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
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and
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quickly out of the stage of mere being into
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now boast.
It was on this that the idea of Founders'
Week is based, in memory of the founding
and dedicated to the progress of Eollins College.
''ublished Weekly by Undergraduate
of Rollins.

Students

Dear Editor:
We're getting sick of having to
read, or better still, not having to
cad Penguin Peggy's column 'Footnotes*. We want to preserve the
memory of our good friend Steve
Bamberger and prove that he has
not been graduated in vain.
We want you to take this article seriously, though it merely is
an attempt of a "Sandspur" columnist to provide this paper's
ders with a headache or two.
In short, THIS IS A COLUMN OF
NONSENSE TO END THE NONSENSE OF PENGUIN PEGGY.
This is what her column sounds
like to us. But at least we believe that the thoughts enclosed
herein are a trifle more original.
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Who Plays?
"The purpose of this program shall be to
provide competition for every student at Rollins in those sports which he likes most; to
sponsor activity in those sports in which
the individual may develop physical and organic efficiency; to sponsor certain beneficial moral and social attitudes." — IntraMural Handbook of Rollins College.
In recent years the purposes outlined above
have been sacrificed to a system of competition which completely destroys the potentially beneficial results found in a good sy.stem of Intra-mural sports. Currently we find
that the teams, created by the different
sport programs, would be crippled by the
removal of those men who are the recipients
of athletic scholarships. These men are not
to be classed among those who need the development of "physical and organic efficiency"—this efficiency is theirs else they
would not be members of the varsity clubs.
The greatest number of men who should be
the proverbial "backbone" of the teams are
not proficient enough to 'make" the team.
Should not the plan be to develop the less
active men to a degree of proficiency where
they would be the team?
The physically active men who now maintain our Intra-mural system carry a heavy
burden. Observe, if you will, t h e varsity
football man who, during the winter term, is
engaged in a program of 'spring practice".
After a full two hours of intensive work he
may be called upon, by his fraternity, to
uphold the "honor" of the house against
some rival group. Obviously, the Intra-mural
system is in reverse forcing men to play
when there are those who would be more
than willing to play but are not permitted to
participate because the game is a "tough"
one.
In the near future there must a change
be made. It appears that the best solution
iies in the exclusion of varsity men from Intra-murals, with the exception of Intra-mural
crew, as it is through this medium the varsity gets its material. This opening would
allow those men, for whom the company is
now 'too fast", to become regular members
of the Eollins Intra-mural program which
essentially was designed for those who were
not "varsity material."

Let's call this Brooklyn Day.
Both letters reproduced below come
from that much made fun of borough of New York.
The first of these two letters
comes from our favorite "ex", a
sweet young lady, just recovering
from a case of scarlet fever. Even
if she i 3 only our ex" she happens
to be a bit of all : ight. So, please
with us.
writes:
"Dear so and so,
"Quarantine lifted, correspondsifted, finding letters from
my betters, one from a columnist
to whom I ought to
WRITE
There has been a goodly amount of criti"If words collapse, it's a relapse,
cism regarding some of the material printed
not
into
scarlet
enough of a varlet,
in the Sandspur. Claims are made by stubut to a curse that is far worse,
dent that too many "filler" columns appear
which
you
too
know and thereby
on its pages.
Dw .yourself
Mere talk is of little benefit. This is your
NONE
TOO
BRIGHT
paper! Eollins College does not intend the
'The blight I mean, not unforeSandspur to be a profit-making enterprise
m, not 'revivification' but examnor do its student editors have as their sole
ination which must be taken, not
purpose at college the publication of y o u r
forsaken. Its germs, bookworms,
By PENGUIN PEGGY
school paper. They, like yourselves, must deLast week when the Shawn men
phagocytes, wee mites t h e y
vote a certain period of their time to academwere here, Mrs. Rae had them to call themselves, and lazy, drive
ic work.
Happy Valingtimes to thee, oh fought fight and without a doubt dinner at her home. We were in- you crazy; a
A few individuals contribute at least one stoogents. May your hearts be the best played game since Pen- terested to know that dinner before
UGHT
a dance program consists of a
article regularly to the Sandspur. But they big- and bursting.
guinitus. The winners are to be
If you will. Sunshine might kill
lot of celery, toast and honey, with
are so few in number that they cannot supAnd the day placed itself very congratulated for beating a team a shot of hot tea. Part of the this hash or trash that in our time
ply enough articles to fully "make-up" the well into the calendar this year we never thought they could, but
e call free rhyme.
dancing showed a decided influpaper.
"This was written under the inbe<:ause the weather has been just we still think the losers have the ence of Mrs. Rae's group—that is
fluence of my unstudying conlately, inspir- best teamwork.
If this were a "daily" at a large university
the "Gold Rush" camp scene. We
Of late we seem to be having saw sliding, skipping and the gen- science, Gracie Allen, George Burns
where the staff was paid for its work and ing all sorts of whoofing and snagwhere journalism students were to be found ling. Even Snaggle-tooth Waddell a great number of movies in the eral gaiety of the atmosphere and Grape
skipping a lighty the assembly periods, really entertain- seemed a bit familiar.
NUTS
in some quantity, your school paper would
other day. And if anyone cares ing ones too. Oh, lucky the day
'This was written during that
not have to go far for its material.
To continue with the folk-dancto watch Prof. Allen come atcha Mr. Warner was invited down to
devilish period of quarantine when
ing
news
—
We
entertained
the
Rollins is a small liberal arts college of down the street—his enthusiasm play Cap and gown. But couldn't Wednesday M o r n i n g Musicale you feel well enough to see your
less than five hundred students, not more makes him have that lean-to "liere we have a few of the lighter ones ? (which meets in the afternoon) friends, but when the Board of
come—out of my way if fou We suggest one little no. which with quite a varied program. We Health and a
than a half dozen of whom are journalism
CONTAGION-KEEP OUT
n't want to be trampled on" came out a year or so ago and danced the Pavin, the Virs, the
"majors". Such a small group alone cannot,
ought to be gettable—a colored
'Sign forbid their entrance.
without ignoring their studies entirely, pub- walk and, personally, we step aside. cartoon of "The Little Hiawatha" Old Man's Dance and several other
'I've learned there is a creature
And of course you couldn't hold
country
dances.
We
were
very
lish a paper. Today the amount of outside
bouncing Edwards down with a ton —very educational and all that. happy to have Mrs. Dougherty as whose thoughtful moments holds
help the Sandspur receives is inadequate, and of bricks.
How about it, somebody? It's a
sometime in life, a month all told,
accompanist.
comes from a limited group of the students.
real classic.
not the college prof, who
ould like to explain to
The faculty recital series is off
rushed for time. He is
We hear that Mistress Bet&y to a good start with Miss HagoIf you are sincere in your wish to see the those who sat up all night last
Skinner has decided to give bridge pian's program of last week. For not the rich man's sloth who yowls
week
trying
to
figure
out
the
code
Sandspur widen its coverage to include more
'Sweet Adeline*.
lessons at a small cover charge.
campus news, you can help considerably. All of the first part of these ramblings, We think it is lovely, Betsy, sim- especial mention we n a m e the
5 not the time embracing
that is asked is that you report to any mem- that it was merely a madder-upper ply lovely, and we'd take it up charming Armenian Folk song used Bowery bum, who'd rather live by
for the Orange Press, (may their
as
an
encore,
and
the
ditty
by
ber of the Sandspur, campus news you beteeth grow inward). And they ourselves, only we are so busy just Prexy, which he accompanied him- hance. He is not the jobless bore,
lieve to be interesting enough for publication.
whom some call lazy lout.
But they did something else now. But you other lucky people
Or better still write an article occasionally
"He is the man upon whose door
They left a goodly percent —take your chance to be polished
Giessen and Page played a n d
sign reads
yourself. The Sandspur does not cater to any of the letters out of the carefully up. You'll end up shining.
sang at the Young Artist's Club in
CONTAGION—KEEP OUT
one type of student and will be glad to re- oncocted words — leaving mostly
We feel a spuit of the dumdest [orT^ndo."" Afler "the pr •am-prop"Signed,
ceive your contribution regardless of your consonants, making it read much patriotism and stuff coming on. er was finished, there was a free
Scarlet."
interests.
usually does when I Are you guinea pigs going to send for all, so to speak, when the OrThe other letter which is but a
finish with it. However, it was a your great-grandchildren, y o u r lando postmaster pla(yed selecHowever, until you show your willingness good idea.
great great grandchildren, a n d tions from Billy Tell on the pic- note comes from one of our jourcontemporaries at N. Y.
to aid in the search for new and better types
By this time the fire that Ver- your great great great grandchil- colo, a young Italian by name of
of articles for your paper, and we repeat it gess Van Winkle started in the K. dren to be experimented on in the Domenico Constantino (or else the U., who calls his work the "Saga
of the Subways". He writes:
is YOUE paper, then you must be patient
House is old stuff, but it still Rollins rabbit pen? We hope so. other way around) sang the pro"Dear . . .
with the members of the Sandspur's editorial amazes us. We always thought of And now, administration, how logue to Pagliacchi and we were
"In the subway this morning,
overcome by the fact that the hoststaff.
m as such a quiet young thing, about a job?
Congratulations to Mrs. Banzhaf ess had two grand piani in her liv- I offered my seat to a young lady,
,d then he trucks hard and fast
fainted. When she came to,
and
her
exhibition
of
Shakespeare
ing
room.
enough to start a fire. Well Vergess, next time keep moving about characterettes. Everyone adored
The Sunday night Hotel ensem- she thanked me. I fainted.
"I took the liberty of reading
that just one spot won't be them, and we of the Lucy Cross bles did some trading around this
agrivated, then you won't have believe that someday she will be week. Mrs. D. played the first your recently mailed copy of the
such a long fall thru to the base- in Who's Who, or What's ^Vhat. half hour at the V. Inn, rushed to 'Sandspur** on the same trip.
Besides, you ruined the pool Anyway, we are all certainly proud the Seminole to accompany Miss Reading those so-entitled "FootThe death of 0. 0. Mclntyre, noted colto have her as our housemother? Hagopian. Giessen went to bat for notes" I felt even fainter.
umnist, is felt throughout the nation. Mr. table when you splashed.
In the little settings fixed by Mr.
'Those dots and dashes which
Dear peopllee, we have found a Rae they are so real you can al- the second half hour at the Inn.
Mclntyre has for some time written a syndiBesides which to make things more the 'Penguin' hammered into your
w outlet for you and your ener- most see them move.
cated column entitled "New York Day by
varied, Mr. Dougherty sang at the otherwise fair paper remind me of
Day" which was widely read both in and out gies and pleasure seeking natures.
poem which I clipped from the
Alabama.
of New York, in addition to his many other At Great Bear Lake, not far from
Chicago Tribune last week. You
I here, there is a little settlement
literary accomplishments. Will the vacant
I find it enclosed.
I of cabins and shacks, grouping itfriends with a large number of
shoes of Brisbane and Mclntyre e v e r be self around the lake in cozy fashSigned with the hope that the
Once upon a time there was a animals (she had the drop on Noah Rollins 'Sandspur' will reform its
filled?
ion, under the mayorship of the
an -whose name was Walt Disney by two brands) who led her to pet from the Antarctic regions,
most delightful mayor. He, the
id he animated cartoons for the the dog-house (mistake again—it
" 'Tired-but-happy*.'*
generous soul, invites all and every
P. S. The poem was censored.
The United States Treasury has been des- to come there to the lake and fish amusement of children (with espe- was the ell's house) where they
ignated as an aid to the continuation of —in free boats. Just stop off a t cial emphasis on Rollins). He made became domestics and did houselittle Snow white (by giving her work.
We hope that you got a brief
"easy money" by the announcement of Sec- his cabin and tell him who you |
a bath).
When the drawfs came back and idea of what all this dribble is
retary Henry Morgenthau, Jr., of the modi- are and he'll fix you up. How-,
The picture started disclosing
fication of the administration's gold sterili- ever, be careful to arrive around the wicked queen talking up a found their house lit, they were about and we do appreciate your
afraid so they cautiously 'snuck' reading through it. That's more
zation policy. This new move was initiated tea time—(mountain dew time for storm (literally) to her mirror.
into the house and thence upstairs than Penguin Peggy has ever done,
to aid business and halt increases in the the Great Bear Lakers), for we' Alas, the mirror told her of an- where they discovered little Rinso
never even bothers to apolocannot
guarantee
his
generosity
at
public debt. Under this new system gold
other delectable delicacy — Snow sound asleep on three beds. Awak- gize for her dribble.
acquired in excess of one hundred million any other time of day. We quote \Vhite. Green with envy (still lit- ening, she led them downstairs
Yours cynically,
him as saying, "we love you peo- erally). Snow White's father's secdollars will go into the sterilization fund into
where she fed them (after they'd
FRED J. LIBERMAN,
ple".
ond wife (the little girl was out washed behind their ears).
which the Treasury formerly poured all of
MARGARET R. BASHFORD,
The
battle
of
the
century
was
washing
the
step)
sent
for
h
e
r
its gold purchase.^Whether or not this new
Next day, while the dwarfs were
ARTHUR H. H. BIFIELD.
trusty woodsman (twenty-two cal- at work, the wicked queen, discredit expansion will affect business in the presented the other night
of a basketball game between jibre) whom she sent to murder the guised as Mrs. Roosevelt, came and
desired way cannot be accurately prophesied.
ing, who had been looking the world
the Phi Delts and the Theta Kappa (young beauty.
fed her the Big Apple but it stuck
for her since his first glimpse
Nus. We nearly lost two of our , Snow White took a tramp in the in her throat and she choked. The
of her long, long ago, came out of
Tension is rapidly mounting over t h e best friends during the fray—two woods (pardon me, it was t h e dwarfs were too reverent to bury the woods. Seeing Snow White in
spectators
who
had
the
misfortune
Queen's
huntsman)
but
she
was
Snow White so they placed her her prostrate condition, he stopped
President's plans to increase armaments,
to go to the war together and cheer | not murdered, she picked flowers in a glass coffin where they daily
in order that the United States may parley
and kissed her. The kiss revived
for the opposite sides. Fatal, instead.
placed fresh flowers.
the corpse and they lived happily
on safer ground with the other nations.
Mustn't do. It was a hard and well I Crying and singing she made
Not much later Prints Charm- ever after. "nME, MARCHES ON.

Footnotes
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"Snow White"
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PA TTY BERG, STURD Y Nathan Mann Capable of Proving Tooler' THETA KAPPA NU'S
GOLF CHAMPION
in Title Bout With Champion Joe Louis
FALL BEFORE PHI
LIKES DUBSDREAD
DELTS FIVE, 32-31
Regrets

She Is Unable To Enter Mid-Florida
Tourna
ment Because Of Engagement
With Pro
Who Taught Her To Play

BY IRVINCJ UIX
'PHERE are a lot of fight fans
around the country who insist they don't know who Nathan
Mann is, how he belongs in the
top rank of heavyweights, and
just why it was that Uncle Mike
Jacobs signed him to fight
Champion Joe Louis for the title.
Feb. 23 in Madison Square Garden.
There are others who have
either seen the New Haven
mauler in action, or who have
read about him in llie public
prints, and who insist that young
Nathan Mann is a "fooler." That
furthermore, he is quite capable
of belting Louis one good belt
on the noggin and winning himself the title.
Nathan Mann—nee Manchetti
—was nothing more than an
awkward lad with a lot of ambition back in October, 1935.
It was not until last fall, however, that the big Connecticut
lad established himself as a
heavyweight of note, when he
defeated Bob Pastor, the New
Yorker, whose chief claim to
fame was having stayed 10
rounds with Louis.
It was on the strength of his
fine showing against Pastor that
Jacobs gave Mann a shot at the
Brown Bomber's title.

Defending Champs Beaten In Season's
Justice, Levy Are High Scorers;
Nu's, X Club Win, Lose

By WENDY DAVIS
A quiet and unassuming follower of the links strode to the first
tee at Dubsdread Country Club Monday afternoon and forthwitn
drove for 250 yards.
The golfer in question, female
sex, was the torsel-topped Patty
Berg of Minneapolis, whose golfing exploits since her debut four
years ago into the hook and slice
game has been something a little
short of the sensational.
Yet, there was nothing
Young Nathan Mann, right n
tional about that first drive of 250
New Haven. Cunn., gets his bi
chance when he meets Joe Lou;
yards. For as she toured the Dubs- Tars Drop Six Singles and
above,
for the heavyweight till'
dread course in her exhibition
Three Doubles Matches
Feb.
23 tn Madison Squai
match preceding the Mid-Florida
Garden.
Winter Tournament for Women
VOGEL IS DEFEATED
now being held at the local course,
when he joined the punch-forMiss Berg continued her steady
pay ranks four years ago. Hi
developed into a light heavv
par-equalling play.
nier, was shot up by a gan^ ot
Florida Southern College of
took on a little more poundage
In fact, that was nothing senloodlums. Several blood transand became a
fuU-fledgeci
Lakeland soundly trounced an insational in the person of Patty
lusions were needed to save his
heavyweight.
jury-riddled band of Rollins tennis
I ife, and because Mann's was
Berg. Contrary to the city wherein
He's fast for a big man and
players, sadly lacking in practice,
the only satisfactory type availshe resides, Miss Berg is a country
packs a heavy wallop in both
by a 9-0 count Saturday afternoon
able the doctors drained heavily
]\/IANN was born in New
hands. Although he isn't partype. Dressed in shaggy blue culon him.
on the home courts.
^^^ Haven, May 3, 1915. His
ticularly known as a slugger oi
lotes, a patched white shirt and
parents came from the north of
killer he's a forceful, aggressive
It made him so weak it took
Captain Bob Vogel, playing with
long silk stockings, she did not set
fighter—just the type known to
Italy. As a youngster he estaba year to fully recuperate.
a style for her women contem- such a cold that he had chills aftbother Louis. The Bomber
lished Jack Dempsey as his idol,
When he was well again he
the match, was beaten by Smith
doesn't like a man who crowds
poraries on Monday; yet, if there
and hoped that some day he too
returned to the wars in earnest,
him and throws punches from
might grow up big and strong
knocking over Gunnar Barlund,
is any style in Miss Berg, it is of Southern, 6-4, 6-3. Vogel stepped
all
angles.
out
into
a
three-one
lead
in
the
and
win
the
heavyweight
chamEddie Blunt, Abe Feldman and
her golfing ability.
pionship.
Arturo Godoy, before he met
Mann is strong, has plenty ol
"No, I haven't played golf for a first set, but lacked the stamina
A Christmas present of a pair
stamina and isn't at all worried
Pastor and earned the shot at
long time," she bashfully admitted. to hold it as both players stood
of
boxing
gloves
started
him
on
about
a
15-round
route.
Louis.
the back court and pounded each
"My brother taught me the game
his quest when he was 14. When
He's come a long way—a long!
What's more, he knows how to
ler's backhand. Smith had the
about four years ago and I played
he was 16 he won the Connectitake punishment.
way out of obscurity at that, and|
He proved that back in 1935
it took a real pair of fists to do!
it ever since. He's a wonderful better of the exchanges on infre- cut amateur welterweight crown.
Nathan was a middle-weight
when his man;iger. M-riv Krnmit
golfer and can still beat me. He quent sallies to the net.
Keys of Southern defeated Modoesn't play much, however, too
hammett Mehdevi, 11-9, 6-2. Keys,
busy with his work."
blond-haired, lefthander, adopted
Though Miss Berg is bashful off
policy of letting Mehdevi beat
the course, there is no backwardness is her golfing. Miss Berg himself . He tossed up lob after
is serious about her golf. Every lob until Mo finally erred.
shot is carefully concentrated upon
Fentress Gardner, playing at
We know he didn't mean to do
before she addresses the ball. Then, number three, ran into a co:
it, but the facts don't lie so we'll
with no hesitancy, she throws her mate overhead artist in Jeager of
have to confess that one of the
athletic body into her perfectly Southern who smacked every thing
nicest young men on the campus Fraternity To Sponsor Intra
timed swing, and a beautiful wood e could get a hold on for outbeaned a star golfer with a badMural Tournament
or iron shot materializes.
ght "kills". Gardner had the best
mington racket.
Miss Berg is a fine example of of the match on the ground, but
Jack Clark is the man and the
the desired sportswoman in Amer- Jaeger's ability to put them away
MAY
USE TABLE
golfer was Mrs. Lillian Zech, powica today. Without egotism and yet •esult in a 6-2, 6-2, decision f< Six Lettermen R e t u r n to erhouse woman golfer from ChiForm Nucleus For Vetpossessed with a goodly amount of
cago, who is here for the MidThe Sigma Nu fraternity wishes
eran Eight
confidence—a decided requisite in
Joe Hanna of Rollins and Hil
Florida championships being held to announce the sponsorship of
any sport, Miss Berg shows her man engaged in a base line duel
Orlando.
INTRAMURALS START
ping-pong tournament to be held at
finely trained etiquette and whole- with Hileman the steadier. The
Mrs Zech, apparently completeheartedly compliments her rivals score was 6-2, 6-3. Dick Camp,
,'ares of the fact that Mes- the close of the basketball seaSix Four-oared Shells To Beon well-placed shots.
It is proposed to have five-man
who has had only three or four
Clark and Hickok w e r e
gin Races Feb. 26
One of her any friends enjoys practices, lost to Barnett, 6-3, 6-1.
1 in an absorbing game, teams with each man playing
telling a story that is typical of
Crew practice began at Rollins passed right a ISS the court. Clark two out of three game match. The
Bill Bing-ham of Rollins manthe little golf star. While shop'
aged to capture the only set taken College this week with rosy pros- backed up for high one and clip- intra-mural managers of the othi
ping in one of Miami's drug stores,
by Rollins during the afternoon, pects for another successful season. ped her right ross the neck.
this friend glanced over her shoul
fraternities and the Independent
From stroke through the No. 3
but still lost to Battle, 4-6, 9-7,
der and at once was attraced by
organization are requested to
6-1,
in a prolonged two-hour spot. Faculty Coach U. T. Bradley
a girl selling fineries. Not knoW'
match. Battle, using a reverse- has last year's crew intact for this
tact either Joe Rembock or Bill
ing Miss Berg at the time, sht
twist and employing a clever-plac- season. Only two positions, the
Bingham about definite arrangerecognized the Minneapolis golfer
ing game, took the second set aft- No. 2 oar, the coxswain's spot,
from photographs. The friend
ments
for entries.
er trailing at 7-6. Bingham scored will be filled by non-letter men.
walked over to the counter, inquirThe lettei-men available for this
nicely on ovei-heads and placements
Bob Vogel of Scarsdale, N e w
All members of other fratering whether she was Miss Berg,
year's varsity boating include York was elected captain of Roldown the line.
nities are cordially invited to make
Upon replying in the affirmative,
Ralph A. Little, Jr., Asheville, N. lins 1938 tennis forces at a reuse of the Sigma Nu table for pracIn the doubles match, Bob Vogel
Miss Berg explained that the store
C, last year's captain and stroke,
tice during the coming week. A
was owned by an uncle of hers and and Jack Hall of Rollins lost to Donald A. Matthews and Jack M. cent meeting of lettermen.
This is Vogel's fourth year on schedule will be given out in next
that "she thought it fun to work Jaeger and Hileman, 6-3, 6-4. The
j ^ ^ j ^ occupying t h e week's Sandspur.
Rollins pair moved out into a 4-1 Hoy, Lakeland; C. Joseph Knowles,,^^^^ ^^^^^
Leesburg; Warren C. Hume, Chi--^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^.j^^ ^^^^ ^nd
The matches will be held in the
Miss Berg, while visiting friends lead in the second set, but then
cago, 111.; Theodore W.^Reed, Low-] ^^^^.-^^ ^^^ ^^^^ y^^^^ ^^ ^as never living room and will be open to
in Ormond Beach, has played in was guilty of a strategical error. ell, Mass., and George M. Waddell,
below number three on the anyone wishing to attend.
several Florida tournaments. She is Instead of standing back and al- Greenfield, Ohio.
ladder.
complimentary towards the courses lowing the Southern pair to smash
Dennis Leads
here, and praises the Dubsdread themselves out of the match, as
The leading candidate for the No.
course, used by Rollins students, they had been doing, the Tars 2 slot is J. Wesley Dennis of Asheas one of the best in Florida. "It took to the net and proceeded to ville, N. C, while Freling S. Smith,
is very difficult to maintain good throw the match away.
of New York City, in another
faii-ways and greens in Florida,"
Barnett and Smith of Southern promising candidate who may take
SATURDAY, Feb. 26. First race at 3:00 p. m.
she said. "The sun burns the grass defeated Mehdevi and Camp in the over the bow oar or serve as a
K. A. vs. Independents.
so easily. I like your course here second doubles match, 6-3, 6-4. substitute of the trips away.
X Club vs. Theta Kappa Nu.
better than Miami's Biltmore. It Gardner and Johnny Lonsdale of
The coxswain's berth, vacated by
Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma Nu.
is well planned and kept up."
Rollins lost to Keys and Hileman, Elmo Miller of Leesburg, who dropTUESDAY—March 1. First race, 4:15.
Miss Marion Miley, current fa- 6-1, 6-0. It was the third match ped from college, will be filled by
K.
A. vs. Sigma Nu.
vorite in the Dubsdread tournament of the day for Hileman. In order one of the coxswains in the sevT.- K. N. vs. Independents.
and national star, also praised the to finish all the matches, he took eral intramural crews now preTHURSDAY—March 3. First race, 4:15.
the
place
of
Battle
who
was
still
Dubsdread course. "I am m o s t
paring for their annual tournament.
Phi Delta Theta vs. Theta Kappa Nu.
anxious to visit your college (re- engaged in his singles match with Intamual aces will be held on TuesX Club vs. Independents.
feiTing to Rollins) as two of your Bingham.
day;;. Thursdays aiij Saturdays to
SATURDAY—March
5. First race at 3:00.
coeds, Betty Myers and Betty Mackdecide the championship.
X Club vs. K. A.
emer, have often talked about it.
Coach Bradley is hopeful that
Phi Delta Theta v ;. Independents,
I hope to get over and see your
the intramural fours will produce
Theta Kappa Nu v i. Sigma Nu.
campus this week," she added.
several candidates who will push
TUESDAY—March 8. First race, 4:15.
Miss Berg was most regretful
the veterans in the varsity eight
Phi Delta Theta vs. K. A.
that she was unable to play in the
for regular jobs. Thera is a posX Club vs. Sigma Nu.
Dubsdread tournament. She was
sibility also that therj will be
THURSDAY—March 10. First race, 4:00.
visiting friends of hers "who helped
enough candidates for the eight to
Theta Kappa Nu vs. K. A.
start me out in golf" and did not
form a junior varsity crew which
Phi Delta Theta vs. X Club.
want to leave them for the fourwould be available for one or two
Sigma Nu vs. Independents.
day tournament.
races during the season.

ROLLINS NETTERS

Mr. Clark Beans Mrs.
Zech, Star C h i c a g o
Golfer, With Racket

PING-PONG TO BE
HELOBYSIGINO

DURING WEEK

Bob Vogel Elected
Captain of Rollins
1938 Tennis Forces

Intramural Crew Schedule 1938

Asked whether they preferred
men or women bosses, 520 women
studied by a Colgate University
psychologist, said they preferred
men because women bosses let personal things creep into work, get
angry over errors, are jealous, are
efficiency slaves, find fault, and
pay too much attention to details.

RAY GREENE
— Rollins Alumnus —

Real Estate Broker
lOO Park Ave.

Take pictures of Founders'
Week. Make a photographic
record of the outstanding week
of the Rollins school year. We
have a complete line of cameras and accessories.

CENTRAL
CAMERA STORE
Orange Ave., Opposite Sears
ORLANDO

W. & L. May Return
Negotiations are under way to
range a race here later in the
year with the Asheville S c h o o l
and also from Washington
Lee which came here last
Spring against the Tars in the first
intercollegiate race ever arranged
the deep South, and it is understood that the lads from Virginia
anxious to return this season,
ice in New York City early in
the Summer against Manhattan is
another possibility.
Coach Bradley reports that inrest in crew has reached a new
high this season with approximately 35 men participating as memtramural crews or as
candidates for the varsity eight.

To conclude this schedule successfully, the cooperation of
all the crews is essential. Crews which are not ready to
leave the dock five minutes before the scheduled starting time
for their races will be liable to forfeiture. There has never
been a forfeit in intramural rowing. Please do not make
one necessary this year.

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario, Campus Agent
We solicit your business
Winter Park, Phone 413

a home town '
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

Thriller;
Sigma

Joe

By JOHN GIANTONIO
Phi Delta Theta tried for two years to do it—and Monday night
they finally succeeded. They upset the Theta Kappa Nu's in one of
the most spectacular games eaer to be played in Rec Hall.
32-31, indicates
The
closeness of the battle, but, it fails in uniform again, but was held
to show in any sense of the word down to six points. Joe Justice
the action that took place. It was lead the victors with eigh points,
a contest that could have easily followed closely by Lingerfelt and
gone either way, but it seems that Jones who tallied seven and six
"Dame Fortune" chose to smile up- respectively. The Kappas never
on the five men from Phi Delta stopped trying, but the Theta aggregation proved to be too strong
Theta.
offensively.
Big Ed Levy parted the meshes
for 12 points, while Joe Justice
Sigma Nu Loses, Wins
lead the vanquished yb scoring the
After leading 11-10, at the half
same. The floor work and passing Sigma Nu proved to be a pushof an inspired Phi Delt team was over in the game with the X Club
something beautiful to watch. It which the latter took by the lopwas hard to pick outstanding play- sided score of 33-19. Joe Rembock
ers in that game because every played his usual flashy floor game
man of the ten on the floor were and tallied five points.
Coates
playing as though possessed. The was high point man for the Sigs
score never varied more than two with six while Dick Rodda lead
points either way throughout the tho X Club with 10 points.
game, with the exception of the
half way mark, when the Phi Delts
X Club Swamped
were leading the Theta's by 21-25.
Still seething from their defeat
This lead wasn't meant to last long
at
the
hands
of the Phi Delts, the
though, because the heat was on,
and four fouls were called on the Theta Kappa Nu's swamped the X
Phis in rapid order and the Thetas, Club by a score of 66-29. Jack
showing an eye for business, col- Justice took the honors of high
lected all of them tying the score point man, with a total of 18
points, while brother Joe was held
25-25.
to 9. June Lingerfelt and Clyde
Jones had "bank nite" also, and
Davis Comes Through
collected 15 and 14 points respecThe battle waged on, first Thetas tively. The X Club scoring was
and then Phis in the lead, but then among three men only, and was
Wendy Davis a man who has been led by Marion Mclnnis' 13 points,
playing a very conservative game followed by Bill Daughtery's 10
up to date went wild. He sank a and Earl Brankert's 6. It was
long shot, and then proceeded to
sik two fouls, giving the lead to
for the superior Theta team.
Phis. He was everywhere the ball
The Independents showing imwas, and time and time again broke
provement, and the absence of Joe
up the Theta offense. With only
Rembock in Sigma Nu lineup, ala minute left to play, the Thetas
most spelled disaster to the Sigs.
gained the led by a shot that only
The Independents showing more
Joe Justice could execute.
fight than usual dropped the conThen Gerard Kirby, who h a d test by a score of 23-25. It was a
been sinking them from every basket by Farnsworth in the closangle imaginable, brought the lead ing seconds of the game that gave
back to the Phi Delts by the final the victory to Sigma Nu. Coats
basket of the game. When t h e with 10 points and Farnsworth
whistle blew, the Thetas were try- with 8 led the Sigma Nu atttack
ing to penertate an impregnable while Giantonio was high point
defense set up by the "Blue Clad man for Independents with 10
Men", from Phi Delta Theta. Joe points.
Justice, June Lingerfelt, Clyde
K. A.'s Pull for Phi's
Jones, Jack Justice, Ollie Daughtery, all played a game that will
So with this issue of the Sandbe remembered for some time, and spur we see a change in the standagain, Don Cetrulo, Don Murray, ings. It was odd to see the Kappa
Gerald Kirby and Ed I^evy gave Alpha boys all pulling for the Phi
"ole Rec Hall* something it will Delts in their game with Thetas,
not forget in a hurry.
when we know that this w e e k
they'll be at each other's throats.
Theta Kappa Nu's Win
One last woi'd—a hearty pat on
Theta Kappa showed that they the back to Earl Brankert and
believe in the sayiing "a good of- Buck Johnson for the way they
fense is the best defense" when called the Phi Delt-Theta Kappa
they defattd th Kappa Alpha by Nu game. It was a tough job and
a score of 27-19. Tiny Phillips was they proved themselves equal to it.

BASKETBALL STANDINGS
SECOND HALF
Phi Delta Theta
Theta Kappa Nu
Kappa Alpha
Sigma Nu
X Club
Independents

„

W
3
3
3
1
1
0

L

P . F . P. A.

You will have missed
Orlando's Greatest Treat
if you have not dined at
Sharkey's Restaurant

ROY McCORMAC
OWNER-MANAGER

THE

THE

Inquiring Reporter
..In yonr opinion, what is the value of Founders' Week?
Walter Royall: The crowning event of Founders' Week is
the "Animated Magazine". For a regular four year student
this affords an opportunity for approximately forty-eight
speakers, drawn from all walks of life and top-notchers in their
fields, to be heard by any student who has gumption enough
to walk to the field in front of the Chapel. It is a definite
phase of Rollins life and seems too good a chance to miss.
Matt Ely: I haven't got time.
Sarah Smith: Founders' Week (with special reference to the
Animated Magazine) is a great opportunity to see and hear
men and women from all over the United States—and Europe
too. You're spared the bother ( ? ) of reading an article
and instead have it presented to you gratis with the stresses
and inflections all figured out for you in the author's delivery.
It's very interesting.
Mink Whitelaw: It comes and goes, and I never think about it.
Bill Webb: Founders' Week through the conferring of degrees and the Animated Magazine is valuable to Rollins because of the interest it creates here and throughout the country. It is a shame, though, that it could not be on more of a
basis of festivities for the students such as the Carnival a t
Dartmouth or June Week at Smith, etc.
Ellie Gwinn: Founders' Week "will again enable us to hear
some of our greater contemporaries.
Bob Mac Arthur: I'm glad it's like Xmas. It only comes once
a year.

Student Council
Doings
This -week there were enough
Council members present at t h e
Monday night meeting to do business, but even more astounding is
the fact that the meeting was called to order only five minutes late.
At the outset. Bill Bar submitted his resignation from the Student Council. The reasons he gave
for his action were that he is not
in favor of the Student Council as
it ig being planned, nor does he
believe that the Council should
have control over honor organizations.
To take his position, he suggested Bob Hays, whose alternate
would be Dick Ture. The Council voted in favor of accepting both
suggested members.
A new bill was discussed, inc
porating many of the features
the bill introduced last week. Those
the same as last week's bill are: 1)
The candidate must have a B average in his school work, 2) He
must present a platform of fhat
he intends to do and how he
tends to do it, 3) His eligibility
for a position on the Council would
be chesked by the acting Council.
Differing from last week's bill
are: 1) Independent representation to be cut from four to two,
2) A total of only nine members
on the Council, 3) Three of the representatives to be in the Lower Division, six to be in the Upper Division, 4) The President to be
elected by a campus vote, Secretary
and Treasurer to be elected by the
Council members.
Another method of electing the
President was suggested—that every senior on the ticket in a campus
election be eligible for the Presidency. The students would merely
check their choice.
Publications Union and other organizations such as the Debate
Team and Tennis Team needing
cash appropriations would s e n d
representatives to the Council during discussions as to the amount of
appropriations. Thus there would
be present a person who knew the
needs of his organization.
In the middle of the proposed
changes. Jack Rich asked why
horses should be changed in the
middle of the stream. From what
he could see, the Student Council
has been working quite well. Cathy
Bailey pointed out that last year,
under present rules and regulations,
the Council was very inactive, even
though this year it has been working well.
One definite step was taken in
not forming a new constitution; by
a vote of 9 to 5 the Council showed
itself not in favor of changing the
present system of representation
on the Council. This referred to
having representatives from t h e
social organizations.
Next week's discussion will come
under the heading, "What Shall Be
the Duties of the Student Council?"

Andy's Garage

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

ROLLINS

•s. n a n TO
I s W i f e of F o r m e r S e c r e t a r y
of S t a t e
ARRIVES THIS WEEK
Mrs. Frank B. Kellogg, of St.
Louis, Mo., widow of the former
Secretary of State and author of
the Kellogg Briand Peace Pact,
coming to Rollins College during
Founders' Week to be a guest of
the College, it is announced.
Mrs. Kellogg will attend the annual alumni memorial vespers on
Saturday afternoon, February 19,
in Knowles Memorial Chapel when
tribute will be paid to the memory
of alumni who have died during
the year. Among these was Mr.
Kellogg who received the honorary
degree of Doctor of Humanities
from Rollins College in 1934. Mrs.
Kellogg will also attend the Founders' Week Dinner Saturday night,
the Founders' Week morning meditation Sunday morning, the Animated Magazine Sunday a f t e r noon, and the Founders' Day Convocation Monday morning, the
fourth anniversary of the day her
famous husband was an honoi
degree recipient here.

ISOCIALmCHLICUTSI
Prexy Entertains
Kappas And Dates
At Supper Sunday

ALUMNI NEWS

Five members of Kappa Kappa
Gamma and their dates were entertained at Dr. Holt's home Sunday evening, February 13.
After the supper, which was prepared by the girls, was finished, a
birthday cake honoring Miss Constance Holt's birthday was served.
Dr. Holt read several chapters
from "Studies Are Not Everything"
during the remainder of the evening.
The guests were O p a l Peters,
George Fuller, Marolyn Mackemer,
Joe Matthews, Jane Richards, GerK i r b y , DaTal Hiteshew,
George Waddell, H. Brown, ami
Tom Phillips,

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Seaver,
'28, of Waterbury, Connecticut, are
spending ten days in Winter Park
visiting friends.
Danny Winant '36, of New York
City, has been visiting on campus
for the past week.
Marlen Eldredge '36, of Memphis, Tennessee, arrived in Winter
Park Monday for Founders' Week.
James Glover Armstrong III,
baby son of Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Armstrong, '32, '31, of Orlando,
was christened in the Knowles Memorial Chapel by Dean Campbell
and Dr. Holt on Sunday, February
13.

Week-End Party At
Coronado Held By
X Club and Dates
A weekend party was given by
the X Club last Saturday ad Sunday at the Pelican Beach House at
Coronado Beach.
Members of the party were Marion Mclnnis, Dot Bryn, Bill Scheu,
Happy Whyte, Mink Whitelaw,
Anne Whyte, Bruce Edmonds, Betty
Reser, Ted Pittman, Betty Clark,
Mac Cunning, Ginny Morgan, Jack
Harris, Vicky Morgan, Bill Daughtery, Betty Hubbard, Dan Winant,
Kay Jones, Bill Schultz, Earle
Brankei-t, Bliz Blunden, Tom Phillips, H. Brown, Goose Kettles, Dot
Hildreth, Matt Ely, Ellie Gwinn,
and Ollie Wittmer.
Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Stone, Hugh McKean, and
Blanche Fishback.

Ann Oldham spent the weekend Pi Phis Entertain
at her home in Jacksonville.
Alumni With Tea
Monty Schoenthaler and Eugenia
Pi Beta Phi sorority entertained
Cannon spent Saturday and Sunday at Monty's home in Winter its patronesses and other friends
I tea on Saturday, February
Haven.
12th. Augusta Yust, with L o i s
Audrey Flower and Helen Borth Johnson and Barbara Babb, re
wick were guests of Peggy Wiley ceived the guests. Eleanor Hamm
at her home in St. Petersburg for presided at the tea table. Mary
the weekend.
Dudley, Lee Oldham and J a n e
Bill Collins and Skip Adams Harding composed the committee
spent Saturday and Sunday in in charge of arrangements.
Clearwater and St. Petersburg.
Courses may be insured for anyCaroline Sandlin left Thursday
The problems of today can be
afternoon for Chapel Hill, North thing up to $100, the premium
Carolina, where she attended the varying with the amount of the solved through an intelligent and
policy.
ti"ained leadership.
winter dances at the University.
She returned to campus on Monday.
Sue Macpherson drove to her
home in Jacksonville on Saturday
June Mutispaugh spent the weekend at her home in Tampa.
Frances Jones and Polly Young
visited Polly's family in Sarasota
Happy Whyte of Kenosha, Wisconsin has been visiting her sister Ann during the past week.
Jeanne Langworthy spent t w c
days in Winter Haven over the
weekend.
Bettie Shoi-t drove to her home
in Claremont to spent Saturday
and Sunday.
Luverne Phillips visited her par
ents in St. Petersburg Satyirday
and Sunday.
Bud Goetz, Eleanor McAuliffe,
and Marjorie Wilson spent t h e
weekend in Miami Beach.
Lilah Nelson spent two days at
her home in Leesburg.
Ralph Little visited friends in
Palm Beach several days.
Anne Earle went to her home in
St. Petersburg for the weekend.
Jerry Smith and Betty Harbison
drove to Ft. Lauderdale on Saturday to see Betty's mother, who
is spending several weeks in Florida.
Elinor Gwinn and Betty Myers
went to Jacksonville Sunday to
visit June Reinhold.
Shirley Levis' parents of Jacksonville visited Shirley on campus
Sunday.

Distinctive Flowers
Modern Corsages
Reasonable Prices

k THE GARDEN
^FLOWER SHOP
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SANDSPUR

THE VISITOR'S VOICE
Ques: What do you think of Rollins students
Mr. E. M. Vickers, Fleming, Ohio: The student here impressed
me as being very friendly. Although none of them have ever
seen me before, many of them have greeted me on the campus.
Jeanne Funston, Atlantic City: I think, from what I have
seen, that this school is Dan Cupid in disguise.
Bill Ferry, N. Y. City: They seem to be a fine bunch, and a
lot steadier than they were on campus of my college. I have
been around here for 3 or 4 days, and have been watching
them.
Walter Jones, Miami: The boys and girls here all seem to
take matters more seriously than on other campuses I have
Mr. L. J. Collins, Ninevah, N. Y.: I was impressed very favorably by the students here. They seem conscientioas and
go-getters.

Mrs. McElroy Gives
Party For Daughter Gamma Phis Hold
Valentine Party
Mrs. J. M. McElroy of Orlando,
entertained the Kappa Kappa
Jamma actives, pledges, and sevral alumni at a tea at her home
on Sunday afternoon from 4:30 until 6 o'clock. The tea was given in
mor of her daughter, Ellen.
Coffee, sandwiches, and cake
ire sei-\'ed.
INITIATION
Alpha Psi of Kappa Alpha anlunces the initiation of Joe Hanna of Tampa, Florida; Jack Buckwaiter, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania;
Warren Siddell, Norristown, Pennsylvania; Niel Luzier, Kansas City,
Misouri; Robert Hill, Glen Rock,
New Jersey; and Albert Holland,
Morristown, New Jersey, on Sunday, Febiniary 13.

Last Friday afternoon the Gama Phi tea celebrated Valentine's
Day. In honor of this all the decoration followed the customary
heart design. The hostesses at this
gala affair were Lynne Barrett,
Elsie Moore, and Jean Turner.
The guests were Mrs. A. E. Dick,
Breezy Robinson, Sue Pick, Lois
Johnson, Dotty Rathbun, Frances
Montgomery, Margery Chindale,
Priscilla Smith, Betty Tutle, Betty
Hubbard, and Bud Draper, John
Lee, Bill Collins Howard Lyman,
Seymour Ballad, Nat Beddel, Buck
Johnson, Bob Kurvin, Tommy Costello, Jess Gregg, Bob Hill, Frehling Smith, and Joe Hanna. Besides "teaing" these people played
badminton in the yard.

CAPS AND GOWNS
Seniors should secure their
caps and gowns at the Dean's
office on Wednesday, Thursday
or Friday from 10 to 12 or 3
to 5. Upper Division students
should obtain their outfits from
the Admissions Office during
the same hours.

Whiting Hall '31
Married in January
Miss Elizabeth Campbell of
Asheville, North Carolina, became
the bride of Mr. Whiting Hall '31,
of Butler, Pennsylvania, on January 14. The wedding took place
Asheville.
The couple will make their home
Butler.

Seventy-five per cent of the
males at Kent State University,
On jeweh-y and fountain pens,
participating in a poll by the camnew 27-inch telescope has been
pus humor magazine, prefer bru- two months before any adjustment installed at the University of Kannette women.
will be paid.
and is ready for use.

hvery
smoker remembers
with pleasure the day he found
out about Chesterfields.
Chesterfields give you a different kind of smoking pleasure...
mildness that's more refreshing
taste that's more satisfying
aroma that's more appetizing
Mild ripe tobaccos and pure ciga-

The Charm of
Newness Restored
USE OUR CASH AND
CARRY OFFICE AND
SAVE 10%

rette paper, these Chesterfield

in-

gredients are the best a cigarette
can have.

Chesterfields

SATISFY

Church Street
Day Phone 76
Nite Phone 319WX

POEMS WANTED
For New Poetry Anthology.
Plays and Fiction also considered. Address: Dept. D, Editor
—62 Grand Central Annex, New
York, N. Y.

WINTER PARK
BRANCH
ORLANDO STEAM
LAUNDRY
Opposite Hamilton Hotel
308 E. Park Avenue South

.t/ou7/finciMOV^ PLEASURE
in Chesterfields milder better taste
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